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A CHAIN FUNCTOR FOR BORDISMi1)

BY

STANLEY O. KOCHMAN

Abstract. Chains of differential graded abelian monoids are defined for

bordism and cobordism theories. These chains are used to define matric

Massey products and can be filtered so as to define the Adams spectral

sequence. From this point of view, we prove three basic theorems which

show how Massey products behave in the Adams spectral sequence.

1. Introduction. The fundamental difference between singular homology

and generalized homology is that the former is defined as the homology of a

chain functor of differential graded abelian groups. This point of view has

proved to be useful for understanding examples and proving theorems.

Unfortunately no generalized homology theory can be defined as the

homology of a chain functor of differential graded abelian groups. (See R. O.

Burdick, P. E. Conner and E. E. Floyd [6].) However, a generalized homology

theory can be defined as the homology of a chain functor with a weaker

algebraic structure than that of an abelian group. Thus D. W. Anderson [4]

defines chain functors of differential graded groups and A. Kock, L. Kristen-

sen and I. Madsen [11] define chain functors of differential graded loops.

In §2 we define a differential graded abelian monoid. In §4 we define a

chain functor of differential graded abelian monoids for any bordism theory.

These chains are generated by manifolds with rigid structure which we define

in §2. In §5 we use Spanier-Whitehead duality to define a cochain functor of

differential graded abelian monoids with an associative product for any

cobordism theory.

The applications of this theory appear in §§6, 7, 8 and in [10]. In §6 we

show how the Atiyah-Hirzebruch and Adams spectral sequences for cobor-

dism can be defined from filtrations on the cochain functor of §5. In §6 we

develop a theory of cobordism Massey products which translates to G. J.

Porter's higher products [17] under the Thom-Pontrjagin isomorphism. In §8

we use the point of view of §6 to show that cobordism Massey products

behave exactly like their algebraic cousins [14] in the Adams spectral

sequence. In [10] we will use the results of §8 to compute ßj by analyzing the

classical mod two Adams spectral sequence [1]. The theorems of §8 also apply
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168 S. O. KOCHMAN

to the classical and BP* Adams spectral sequences for n£.

In §9 we will show that the results of §§4, 5, 7 and 8 apply to Brown-Peter-

son homology.

We summarize the notation which will be used throughout this paper. R is

a subring of the rational numbers and N is the monoid of all nonnegative

numbers in R. We work in a partially coordinate-free setting using the

content and language of J. P. May [15, Chapters I, II]. Thus i. means "is

orthogonal to", + refers to internal direct sum, u means disjoint union and *

refers to one-point compactification. R°° is the inner product space with

orthonormal basis {bk\l < k < oo) and RN is the vector space with basis

{bx, ...,bN). Rl =Rbx + ■ ■ ■ + RtVi + R+bN, R^ - R, + • • • +
RVi + R"6jv> SN = (RN)*, S% = (RN+)* and S? - (Rl)*. % always
denotes a (5,/)-structure. (See [12] or Definition 3.1.) % determines a

bordism theory $ ^ and a cobordism theory % * in the usual way [5].

The author expresses his appreciation to E. H. Brown, D. S. Kahn, J. P.

May and L. Smith for stimulating conversations and helpful suggestions.

2. Differential graded abelian monoids. A differential graded abelian

monoid, or DGM for short, is the algebraic model for bordism chains and

cobordism cochains. A DGM is similar to a chain complex with abelian

groups replaced by abelian monoids. In addition, the geometric technicalities

make it convenient to allow a DGM to consist of a set of graded abelian

monoids with isomorphic homology in each degree. We require that the

homology of a DGM be an abelian group by means of a "chain map" t and a

"chain homotopy" a from t + 1 to zero. Thus in homology t, = — 1.

We will also define a pairing of DGMs. This definition is the algebraic

model for the bordism chain cross-product and the cobordism cochain

cup-product which we define in §5.

We call an abelian monoid M an TV-module if for all m E M and all

positive integers n with \/n E TV the equation nx = m has a unique solution

for x E M. Let M" be a submonoid of an abelian monoid M'. Recall that

M'/M" is defined as the abelian monoid M' modulo the following equiva-

lence relation: w, <— m2 if there are qx,q2EM" with m, + qx = m2 + q2. If

M' and M" are TV-modules then M'/M" is also an TV-module. For example,

Hm[Mx] below is given by Kernel 9/ Image 3. Since Hm[Mx] is an TV-module

and an abelian group, it is also an .R-module.

Definition 2.1. (a) A differential graded abelian monoid (DGM) has the

following structure:

(1) There is a Z-graded indexing set / = {In\n E Z).

(2) For each X E I„ we have a "complex":

Mx =[M„+ix^>M„x->Mn-ix-+Mn-2X = 0].
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Each Mm¿ is an abelian monoid with cancellation and an N-module such that

only zero has an additive inverse. 9 is a linear map such that 32 = 0.

(3) For each X E I„ there are linear maps t: A/m^-> MmX, m E [n —

\,n, n +1), and o: MiX -» Mi+lÄ, a G {« — 1, n) such that 3t = t9, o2 =

0, to = o and od + do = t + 1.

(4) For a, ß,y E I„ there are group isomorphisms taj8: 7/JMJ — H„[MB]

such that ¥a>a = 1, ̂  - ¥~¿ and *Ay » ¥a>/J = %„. Thus 77JM] is well

defined.

(b) We call M an absolute DGM if in addition to (l)-(4) above there are

group isomorphisms ¥„: H„_x[Ma] s Hn_x[M] for all a G 7„.

(c) A generating set G for a (absolute) DGM M consists of subsets Gm¿ of

each MmJi which are closed under 9, t, o and span Mm¿ over N. Furthermore,

for all X G I„ the cycles of GmX span 77JMJ (and T^.^M^]) over R.

(d) A map of (absolute) DGMs /: AT -» M" consists of DGMs M' and

AT' indexed on 7 and linear maps/mX: Af^x -* M^ for all X G 7„, m G {«

— l,n,n+ 1}. We require that thefm¿ commute with t, 9 and a, and that

the /mjA. commute with the ^a ß (and ^a). If all the /mA are injective maps

then we call M' a sub DGM of M".

Notes. (1) A quotient of DGMs may not be a DGM because of condition

(4).
(2) The set of singular manifolds will be a generating set for the absolute

DGM of bordism chains.

(3) If M is a (absolute) DGM indexed on 7 then we also call the cocomplex

M* indexed on 7* a (absolute) DGM. For n E Z, I* = 7_„ and for X G 7*,

m G {n + 1, n, n — 1, n — 2} we let M*^ = M_mA. We let 9, r, o induce

linear maps 9*, t*, o* on M* of degrees +1, 0,-1, respectively. If /:

M' -» M" is a map of (absolute) DGMs then we also call/1': Af'* -» Af "* a
map of (absolute) DGMs.

Let A, B, C be DGMs with generating sets. A pairing p which realizes a

pairing u„: H[A] ®R 7/[5]->77[C] will be defined to be a pairing p of

generating sets which induces p+ in homology. The domain of definition S^ of

u need not be all of GA X GB, but S^ is large enough to induce all of p+.

This condition is imposed on us by the geometric fact that the product of two

manifolds in R°° is defined only if the manifolds lie in orthogonal subspaces.

Definition 2.2. (a) Let A, B, C be DGMs with generating sets
GA, GB, Gc. Let an F-module homomorphism «*: H[A] ®R H[B] -» H[C]

are given. A pairing p of DGMs which realizes pt consists of a set S^ c GA

X GB X Ie and a function p; S^ -> Gc such that:

(1) If (a, 6,1) G Sß then p(a, b,Ç)E Gpct where p = deg a + deg 6.
(2) If m, n E Z then there are X G Ia, y G 7/ and £ G 7^+n such that

«Va X G£ x {I}) ny0. Furthermore, if (G& X GBy X {£}) nS,^
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0then

G& X G& = {(«> b)\(a, b, f ) £ 5„ for some ? £ /mc+/I }.

(3) If (a, b,Ç)ESp then (to, b, 0, (a, rb, £) E Sp and p(ra, 6, 0 =
p(a, t¿, 0 = rp(a, b, 0.

(4) If (oa, b, 0 or (a, ob, 0 is in S then (cz, 6, 0 £ 5^. In the first case

ii(aa, b, 0 = ou(a, 6, 0, while in the second case p(a, ab, 0 = op(a, b, 0.

(5) If (a, b, 0 £ 5M then (9a, b, 0, (a, ob, 0, (da, ob, 0 E S, and

9u(cz, b, 0 + ap(9zz, ob, 0 = p(da, b, 0 + Td^"p(a, 96, 0.

(6) If (cz, 6, 0 E .S; with 8a = 0, 96 - 0 then pM ® [6J) = [p(a, b, 0].
(h)lf A = B = C in the preceding definition then A is called a differential

graded monoidal algebra or DGMA for short.

(c) A map of paired DGMs /: (A, B, C, p) -> (A', B', C, p') consists of

maps of DGMs/-4: A -*A',fB: B->B' and/c: C^>C such that:

(l)p'>°(fî®fl)=fï°P>,
(2)(fAXfBX\)(Sll)cSll.,
(3) if (a, b, 0 E SM then/cu(a, 6, 0 = p'(/" (a),/fl(6), 0.

3. Manifolds with rigid structure. The set of all manifolds 911 with rigid

© -structure, together with all a(91t), 9a(91l), will be a generating set for the

absolute DGM of bordism chains. A manifold with rigid © -structure differs

from the standard notion [12] of a manifold with © -structure in two ways.

First, a rigid manifold 911 is a fixed subset of R°° rather than a manifold with

an isotopy class of embeddings in R00. Secondly, a rigid © -structure on M is

a fixed © -structure on a fixed tubular neighborhood of M rather than an

equivalence class of © -structures on tubular neighborhoods of M.

We define the three basic operations of boundary, product, and union

of manifolds with rigid ©-structure. We then define the Pontrjagin

construction ^P of a manifold M with rigid ©-structure as a specific map.

The standard definition would give ^P(M) as a homotopy class of maps.

Under ^P the three basic operations above correspond to restriction of a map

to the boundary of its domain, the smash product of two maps, and the union

of two maps which agree on the intersection of their domains.

We recall the definition of a (5,/)-structure [12] in the language of J. P.

May [15].
Definition 3.1. A (B, /)-structure (©, 9", co), or © for short, consists of an

á-functor (©, u) and a morphism of 5-functors 5": © -» BO such that each

l5(V) is a fibration. ((BO, 1, w) is defined in Examples 3.2 below.) A map of

(5,/)-structures G: © -»©' is a morphism of 5-functors such that 9" =

9'°G.
Examples 3.2. Define the (B,/)-structure BO by BO(V) = BO(V¡¡) and
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9" — 1. (The notation is taken from [15, Chapter I, §1].) If G is a classical

group then BG, with 5" the natural projection, is a (B, /)-structure. Recall that

BG(V)= 0(VJ¡ X V*)/G(VJf)X 0(V$) where K is R, C or 77. In
particular, framed structures Bfr are given by G = e. Natural projections

define the following maps of (F,/)-structures:

Bfr -» BSp -» BSU-* BU -> BSO -> BO.
It is customary for purposes of bordism theory to consider manifolds

embedded in RN, R+ if oM - 0, 9A7 J= 0, respectively. This convention,

however, is too restrictive to define Massey products. We therefore define

domains to replace RN and R+. The subspace U of R°° which is included in

the structure of a domain will be used to determine the classifying bundle for

manifolds in the domain. A set of domains with nonempty boundary will be

the indexing set 7 for our DGMs.

Definition 3.3. (a) Let F be a finite dimensional subspace of R°°. A

¿-dimensional domain in V, tf) = (D, <p, U), consists of: (1) a noncompact

submanifold with corners D of V [7],

(2) a homeomorphism <p: 5* -* D*, <p: SÍ -* D* for 9Z> = 0, 97) ¥= 0,
respectively,

(3) a subspace U of V.

(b) Let fy be a ¿-dimensional domain in V with 97) =£ 0.

Then there are (k — l)-dimensional domains d6U,6¡)+,su_ in V and a

(k - 2)-dimensional  domain  %  in   V.  9^ = (97), (p\Sk~x, U),  <%+ =

(cp(Rk+-x), ç|S*-», U),   *D_  = (cpíRi-1), fois*"1) • y*, U)   and   % =
(<p(R*-2), «HS*-2, U). y: Rk ->R* by

y(r,6, + • • • + tkbk) = txbx + ■■■ + tk.xbk_x - tkbk.

The homeomorphism <p above will be used to interpret the Pontrjagin

construction from a homotopy theoretic viewpoint. We are now ready to

define a manifold with rigid © -structure.

Definition 3.4. 911 - (Mn, (-1)', ÖD, T, F), a manifold with rigid %-

structure in V, is given by the following data:

(1) ^) is a ¿-dimensional domain in V.

(2) M is a compact smoothable «-dimensional PL-submanifold of D with

k — n = 0 mod 4.

(3) oM = M n 97).
(4) T is an open neighborhood of M in D. v: T-* M is a normal bundle of

Af in D with T n 9M = v_1(9M).

T-?—+E(U)

(5)

5(0
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F is a map of vector bundles. $v is the pullback along S"(t7) of the associated

iV£-bundle to the universal principal O (Uß)-hundle.

(6) (— l)e is a formal sign to keep track of the orientation of 911.

Observe that we make no identifications between 4-tuples 911 and 911'

which differ in any way whatsoever. We next give five operations on rigid

manifolds.

Definition 3.5. Let 91L, 911' be manifolds with rigid ©-structures in V, V,

respectively.

(a) Let H: © ->©' be a map of (5,//-structures. Then HJ%) =

(M, (- l)e, <%, T, H(U) ° F) is a manifold with rigid © '-structure.

(b) The boundary of 9H is the manifold with rigid © -structure in V given

by

99H = (9M, (-l)c+\ d^,TnoD,F\T DdD)

where 9 9) = (9Z>, q>\Sk~x, U).

(c) The negative of 9H is the manifold with rigid © -structure in V given by

t9H = (9H,(-1)£+1, ¿D.F.F).
(d) If V± V then

91L X 9H' = (M X M', (- l)s, 3) X <$', T X T, co ° (F X F'))

is a manifold with rigid © -structure in V + V. 8 = e + e' + nk' if 3 911' =

0, while 8 = e + e' + nk' + k if 9911' ¥= 0. 3) X <$' = (D X D', J*° (<p A
qp'), «7 + U'). J: R* X R*', -» R^+*', with a, a', ¿8 nothing or plus, is the

juxtaposition map followed if a = a' = ß = + by rotation on the last two

coordinates.

(e) 91L u 911' is defined as a manifold with rigid © -structure in V if all of

the following conditions hold:
(1) V = V, U = U', n = n' and (- l)£+e' = -1.

(2)D n Z>'=9/)=9i>'^0andrp|5*-1 = «p'lS*-1.

(3) M nM'=9M=9M'.
(4) T n (D n D') = T n (D n />') = t n r, v\t n r - /|r n r

and F| F n F' = F'| F n F'. If these conditions hold then

911 U 911' = (M u M', (- l)e, 3) U 6D', F U 7", F U F').

6Du6D' = (/)U/?', <pu (<p'y*), U) where y is defined in 3.3(b).
Observe that 9IL X 9IL' is defined using internal direct sum rather than

Cartesian product. Thus there are no differences as sets between M X M'

and M' X M. Also note that 91L U 91L' is defined if and only if 91L' U 91L is
defined. However, 9H u 91L' and 91L' U 91L have opposite orientation.

Definition 3.6. Let 9H be a manifold with rigid © -structure in V. Define

the Pontrjagin construction ^P(91L) as the following composite map:
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D*^D(v)/S(v)M4d(^)/S(^) = M%(U).

k is the collapsing map. D(v), D(^)[S(p), S (£„)] denote the total spaces of

the disc [sphere] bundles associated to v, fy, respectively. MF is the map

induced on quotient spaces by F\D(v).

In the language of J. P. May [15, Chapter II] M% is a prespectrum. Thus,

(-l)e9(91l) ° <p determines an element in rrk_äimU(M%) if 9911 = 0, or

determines that an element in TTk-&mU-\(M%) is zero if 99IL =5* 0. The

following theorem is an immediate consequence of the preceding definitions.

Theorem 3.7. Let 911, 911' be manifolds with rigid © -structures.

(a)  If 77:   © ->©'   is  a  map  of © -structures  then   9(77,(911)) =

MH(U) » 9(9lt).
(b)9(991t)=9(9lt)|97).
(c) 7/ 91L X 9H' « <fe/?/ierf /Aen 9(9)1 X 911') = 9(91L) A 9(9H').
(d) 7/ 91L U 9H' « defined then 9(9ït u 911') = 9(911) U 9(911').

4. Bordism chains. We use manifolds with rigid % -structure to construct a

functor Q%,( ; R) from the category of CW pairs to the category of DGMs

indexed on 7 such that H+[Q%( ; R)] is naturally isomorphic to

© „( ; /?). This definition extends from CW complexes to spectra. We omit

the details, however, because they involve redoing this section from a second

viewpoint so that chain level suspension maps can be defined.

The functor Q% „,( ; R) will merit the title of & chain functor because for

(A-,A) a CW pair, e^^(A; R) will be a sub DGM of (2©»(X; R).
Furthermore, this inclusion will induce the long exact sequence of the pair

(X, A) in homology. The latter fact is a non trivial matter. A short exact

sequence of DGMs does not always induce a long exact sequence in

homology. (See Example 9.2.)

Definition 4.1. A monoid valued chain functor 6 + for a homology theory

«„ is a functor from the category of CW complexes to the category of

absolute DGMs indexed on 7. For all CW pairs (X, A), X E 7„, and m G {«

— 1, n, n + 1}, the following conditions hold:

(1) 6*(A) is a sub DGM of G^X), and Gj(X,A) = e¿X)/e¿(A) is a
DGM.

(2) There is a natural isomorphism $: 77,,[S( \] -» h„( ) from the category

of CW pairs to the category of abelian groups.

(3) The following diagram commutes:

77„ P(A\] ^Hn [¿(X)x] ̂>77„ [e(X, A)x] ̂ Hn_, [6(A\] ±+Hn_x [e(X)K]

<P $ $ $ $

hn(A)—'-+ hn(X) —-> hn(X, A)-2—> hn_x(A)-    -* hn_¿X)
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The bottom row is part of the long exact sequence of the CW pair (X, A),

while the maps in the top row are induced in the usual way from the data

given in (1) above.

We are finally ready to define the bordism chains of a space. The definition

is analogous to that of singular chains. The singular simplexes and the

integers, however, are replaced by manifolds with rigid © -structures and TV,

respectively. In addition we will impose a cutting and pasting relation. (See

relation (3) below.) This relation is essential in proving that Hn[G%(X, A)x]

as %n(X,A) and that the boundary formula of Definition 2.2 holds for the

pairings of §5. The elements a(9H) below can be thought of as formal copies

of [0, 1] X 91L.

For the remainder of this paper J will denote the following specific

indexing set. /„ is the set of all /¿-dimensional domains ^D such that 9 ̂ D ̂  0,

k > 2/z + 2 and k - n = 1 mod 4.

Definition 4.2. (a) Let A" be a space, <% £ Jn and m E {n - 1, n, n + 1}.

Let 9lLm, %m~l denote manifolds with rigid ©-structure and domains

6S), 9^, <>D+, 6D_ or %. g: M-» X and h: N-+ X are continuous maps.

G%m(X; R)^ is a free "TV-module" Fm(X; R)^ modulo five relations.

Fm(X; R)^ has as basis the set of all (91t"\ g), a(9lm_1, h) if m = n + 1; the

set of all (9Hm,g),a(9lm-1,/z), 9a(91tm,g) if m = n; or the set of all

(9ltm,g), 9a(9Itm,g) if m = n - 1. We call (91tm,g) a manifold with rigid

© X A"-structure. Furthermore, 9, t and a are defined on the bases of

F¿X; R)a, by 3(911, g) = (9911, g|991t), 99a(9H, g) = 0, t(911, g) =
(t9H, g), «,(911, 8) = o(91L, g), r9a(9H, g) - 9a(9H, g), aa(91L, g) = 0 and
o9ff(9ll, g) = 2a(91L, g). We impose the following relations on Fm(X; /?)<$ to

define G<&m(X; R)^

Relation 1. (91L u 911', g u g') ~ (911, g) + (91t\ g') if F n T = 0 and
e = e'.

Relation 2. 9a(9H, g) + ad (911, g) ~ (911, g) + t(91L, g).
Relation 3. (911' u 91L", g' u g") + a(91t' n 91L", g'\M' n M") ~

(91L', g') + (91L", g") if m = n, 911' u 91L" is defined, 9tt' has domain ¿D+,
91L" has domain <%_ andg'|M' n M" = g"\M' n M".

Relation 4. If a ~ b then a(a) ~ a(b).

Relation 5. If a + c~b + c then a~b, i.e., cancellation holds in

G%m(X; R)^
(b) The images Gm(X)e¡¡ in C©m(Ar; R)e¡, of the above bases of the

Fm(X; R)^ define a generating set G for the DGM C© JX; R).

(c) Let /:  A1"-» Y be a continuous map. A unique linear map /+:

G ©m (X; R )q, -^ G ©m ( Y ; R )^ is induced by

/*(9IL,g) = (9H,/°g),      /*9 = 9/+   and  f*a = aU

(d) Let H: © -* © ' be a map of (5,/)-structures. There is a unique linear
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map

H^.e%„(X;R)^e%LiX;R)e!i

induced by

77,(911, g) = (# ,(91t), g),       77,3 = 977,   and   77,a = o77,.

The following theorem says that the preceding definition of ß© ^(X; R)

has all of the algebraic structure of an absolute DGM required by Definition

2.1.

Theorem 4.3. ß© ,( ; jR) is a functor from the category of topological spaces

to the category of absolute DGMs indexed on J. G is a natural generating set for

ß©,( ; R). If H: ©->©' is a map of (B, f)-structures then 7/,:

ß©,(;/?)-> ß©;( ; R) is a natural transformation.

Proof. The required isomorphisms ^raß and ¥a will be constructed in

Theorem 4.4. The only other nontrivial point is that in each Q%m(X; R)^

only zero has an additive inverse. If x + y = 0 in ß©m(Ar; R)e¡, then we can

find x',y', e, a, ß in Fm(X; R)^ such that {*'} = x, {/) = y, a + o(ß) ~

x' + y' + e by Relation (2), and a + o(ß) ~ e = y + o(8) by Relations (3)

and (4). Thus, the summands of a are cut and pasted to form y. Triangulating

each summand of a, ß, y, 8 shows that the number of m-simplexes of a

equals the number of w-simplexes of y. Hence a = y = 0 and o(ß) = x' +

y' + e. Thus ß + o(X) ~ 8 + a(£) and the preceding argument implies that

ß = 0. Hence x' - / - 0.
We will prove next that ß ©,(;/?) is a chain functor for the bordism

theory ©,(;/?). Recall from [2] that % ,( ; R) s © ,( ) ®z R. We will use

M. Atiyah's definition [5] of ©„ (X) as the abelian group of bordism classes

of singular manifolds (M",g). M" is a closed smooth manifold with %-

structure as in [12], and g: M->X. Addition in ^„(X) is induced by disjoint

union of manifolds. We define © ^(X, A) as the relative bordism group of the

pair of "(5,/)-structures" (<$ XX,% X A) as in [19, p. 9].

Theorem 4.4. G% ,(;/?) is a chain functor for the bordism theory © ,( ; 7\).

Proof. The general case follows from the case R = Z by a direct limit

argument. We begin by producing the isomorphism $ in the absolute case.

Every cycle in Q% ,(X) is a linear combination of closed manifolds modulo

Image 9a. Hence $ is induced by $[(9!t, g)] = {(Af, g ° (¡d)}. M is <p-1(Af)

with ©-structure determined by the rigid ©-structure of 91L. Define ^:

©m(^)-*77m[ß©(^] by *{(A/,g)} = [(911, g « <p-')]. 9H is <p(M) with
any rigid ©-structure which determines the ©-structure of M. Clearly

$ o >{/ = i and ^o$= i. Thus the proof of the absolute case will be
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complete if $ and ¥ are well defined. We leave this verification for ¥ to the

reader.

The main problem in showing that <E> is well defined is to show that the

algebraic cutting and pasting relation can be realized geometrically by

bordism relations. That is, if Ax,..., Ap, Bx,... ,Bq are connected closed

manifolds with rigid © X Z-structure such that A¿ + • • • + A^ = B_x

+ • • • + 5j in 6©„(Ar)q) then we must show that Ax U • • • U Ap ~ Bx

U • • • U Bq. This cutting and pasting by Relation 3 can be accomplished

geometrically by an iteration of cutting and pasting along one connected

manifold. There are two cases. The first case is the case p = q = 2 of the

general problem. In the second case each of two manifolds A, E is cut to

form a manifold with boundary. These two manifolds are then pasted

together to form a connected manifold B. In Figure 1 we produce a cobor-

dism W which shows that Ax u A2 ~ Bx U B2 in Case 1 or A u E ~ B in

Case 2.

The definition of ^ extends to the relative case. This map will be an

isomorphism by applying the Five Lemma to the diagram of Definition

4.1(3). We must check that the top row of that diagram is an exact sequence.

We leave most of this verification to the reader and prove here that Kernel /,

C Image z„. Let/J(9H, g)] = 0. Then in G^^X)^

(Vl,g) + i(a) +d(x) = i(a') +d(y).

Hence 9(a) =9(a') in ß©„_,(/i)eD where Relation 3 does not apply. Let e

denote plus or minus and let (%"~x, h) E C©„_,(v4)q) be a connected

manifold with rigid © X A -structure. Then the number of connected

components of a, a' with domain fye and a boundary component equal to

(91"""', h) are the same. Thus we can find a0 £ G%„(A)e¡¡ with 9(a0) = r9(a)

and a + a0- ad(a0) = C, a' + a0- ad(a0) = C defined in G©,,^)^

Then [(911, g)] = i+[C] - iJ_C] is in Image z#.

Corollary 4.5. Let (X, A) be a CWpair, and let (9H, g) be a manifold with

rigid © X X-structure such that g(dM) c A. Then (911, g) is homologous to

zero in C© ¿(X, A) if and only if (911, g) is relatively cobordant to zero via

rigid manifolds.

Corollary 4.6. Let X be a based CW complex. Define the reduced bordism

chains ofXby

G^m(X;R)e¡1=G^m(X,*;R)c;,

where fy £ J„, m £ {n - 1, n, n + 1). 77zc?n 6© ¿X; R) is an absolute DGM

indexed on J, and there is a natural isomorphism from //„[ß©^( ; R)\ to

©„(;/?).
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Case 1

{0} x * -

{0} x Y-

{1} x Xz U) x Vz

m x a.z)z^W'<

1   t
{1} x Yz ID x Uz

{0} x V

{0} xf/

Case 2

A1=XVY,      BX=XZ\JVZ,

A2 = UVV,      B2 = YZU Uz,

z = xnY=unv = xznvz = Yznuz,
C(Z) = two sided collar of Z in A¡   for i = 1,2,

Sz = S - Int C(Z)   for S = X, Y, U, V,

W=(IxÄ1)li(I x22).

X
{0} xf

B" = {1} x ífz

B = B'UB",      {0, 1} xZ = 7¿'n/¿",

C1(Z) = two sided collar of Z   in /I, 2?,

SZ = S- Int qZ)   for S = A, E,

W = (I x A) U (7 x E).

Figure 1. The cobordism W

Proof. The only nontrivial assertion is that ß© ,(X) is an absolute DGM.

Let <% E /„.

o—Vii*;*)-

77w_1[e®(*;/?)(5¡)] —rn^m&R)*] —^n-Ae^x-.R)^}

■+%_1(X,*;R)-+0

J*
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The above diagram is commutative, and the top row is exact. /„ is onto

because 9 is zero on C©„_,(Ar; R)^, and clearly Kernel/+ = Image i+.

Hence the above diagram induces the desired isomorphism.

5. Cobordism coeliains and products. Let Sp be the category of triples

[(X, Y),D(X/Y), u] where (X, Y) is a finite CW pair and u: (X/Y)/\

D(X/ Y) -> Sp is a p-duality map. (See [8].) A morphism F = (/, DJ) in S,

from [(X, Y),D(X/Y), u] to [(A", Y'), D(X'/Y'), u'] consists of maps /:

X/Y^X'/Y' and Df: D(X'/Y')-+D(X/Y) such that the following
diagram homotopy commutes.

X/Y A D(X'/Y') -                 -* X/Y A D(X/Y)

/Al

X'/Yr A D(X'/Y')---> SP

We construct a cochain functor for © * from Sp to the category of absolute

DGMs.
Definition 5.1. Let J(p) he the indexing set given by Jj¡p) = Jp_n for

p > n. For [(A-, Y), D(X/ Y), zz] £ Sp, <® E J}p) and m E {n - 1, n, n + 1}

define

G%m(X, Y;R)6¡J = e%p_m(D(X/Y);R)í¡).

If F = (/, Df) is a morphism in Sp then define F* = Df+. As special cases,

we have

g10>*(X;R) = Q<&*(X, *;R)   and   G%*(X; R) = G%*(X+,*; R)

where A"1" = X u {*}.

Theorem 5.2. C© *(;/?) is a functor from Sp to the category of absolute

DGMs indexed on J(p\ H"[G%^( ; R)] is naturally isomorphic to ©"( ; R).

The natural generating set of C© J( ; R) defines a natural generating set for

G<$>*(;R).

Proof. This theorem follows from Corollary 4.6 and the basic properties of

Spanier-Whitehead dualtiy.

We now have all the necessary definitions to realize the bordism cross-

product, the bordism smash-product and the cobordism cup-product as

pairings of DGMs.

Theorem 5.3. (a) Consider the cross-product

p»:©#(A-;R) ® ©*(y; R)^> ©+(A- X Y; R)

for CW complexes X, Y. Then p± can be realized by a natural pairing p of
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DGMs such that //((91t', g'), (911", g"), <%) G S,, then

u((91t', g'), (9H", g"), *D) = (9IL' x 91L", g' x g").

(b) Consider the smash-product

u,: ©,(*;£) ® © ,( 7; Ä )-> © ,(* A ^ * )
R

for based CW complexes X, Y. Then u, can be realized by a natural pairing p

of DGMs such that //((9IL', g"), (91L", g"), <%) E S, r/ten

fi((91L', g'), (9IL", g"), 6D) = (91L' x 91L", tt ° (g' x g")).

ir: A" X Y-* X /\Y is the natural projection.

(c) Let [X, DX, u] G S^ ana* /er (A, DA) be a morphism in S^ from

[X,SpDX,Spu] to [X A X, DX A TWf, u A «] w//A A r6e diagonal map.
Consider the cup-product

p*:%*(X;R) ®$>*(X;R)-*$>*(X;R).

p* can be realized by a pairing p of DGMs from ß© * (X; R), ß© * (X; R)

indexed on J(p) to ß© * (X A X; R) indexed on 7(2p). S„ « defined from the

case p of (b) where X = Y = DX, and p = A* ° p. By abuse of language we

call e%*(X; R) a DGM A.

Proof, (a) S^ contains the following elements.

(1) ((91L', g'), (911", g"), SD) G SM if öD X ¿D' is defined, 991L' ̂  0, 9911"
¥^0,D'XD" = D,dD'X D" = 7)+andZ>'x92)" = 7J>_.

(2) ((9H',g'), (9IL",g"), <$) G S„ if ¿D' X ¿D" is defined, 99H' = 0 or
9911" = 0, and D'X 7)" E {D,dD, D+, D_,D0).

(3) (<r,(91t', g'), »K^".^'), 3» e SM if öD' x öD" is defined, 99H' = 0 or
9911" = 0, D'X D" E{dD,D+,D_,D0) and <p, t|/ G {1, o, do), p is
defined by the condition given in (a) above and by Definition 2.2(a)

(3), (4), (5).
(b) The definitions of SM and p are similar to the definitions above.

(c) These assertions follow from (b) and the fact that p* = (7)A), ° £,.

Observe that the cobordism cross-product and the cobordism smash-

product can also be realized by cochain pairings.

6. Spectral sequences. Spectral sequences which occur in the study of

generalized homology theories are defined from exact couples. If such a

spectral sequence involved bordism theories, we would hope that the spectral

sequence could be defined by a filtered DGM. However, a short exact

sequence of DGMs does not automatically determine a long exact sequence

in homology. Thus, in general a filtered DGM does not determine an exact

couple as in [13, Chapter XI, Theorem 5.4] and hence does not determine a

spectral sequence. However, in Definition 6.1 we list additional conditions
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that a filtered DGM must satisfy. In Theorem 6.2 we show that such a

filtered DGM does determine a spectral sequence. We then show that both

the Atiyah-Hirzebruch and Adams spectral sequences for cobordism are

defined by a filtered DGM.
All spectral sequences in this section are cohomology spectral sequences.

Definition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 have obvious analogues for homology

spectral sequences. Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 have analogues with bordism

replacing cobordism. We leave the formulation of these results to the reader.

Definition 6.1. M is a filtered DGM indexed on / if there are absolute

DGMs FPM forp > 0, such that:

(a) Forp > 0, FP+XM is a sub DGM of F"M.

(b) F°M = M and r\?-0FpM = 0.
(c) For p > 0 and r > 1, FpM/Fp+rM is a DGM and F*A/->

FpM/Fp+rM is a map of DGMs.

(d) For all p > 0, r > 1 and X £ /„, the following short exact sequence of

DGMs induces five terms of a long exact sequence in homology.

0 -> Fp+rM -> F"M -+ FpM/Fp+rM -> 0.

(e) Let X E I„, m E {n, n + 1} and x E FpMm¿ such that d(x) = 0. If
[*] = 0 in Hm[FpM] then x E d(FpM).

(f) Let X E In and x E FpMn¿ such that d{x) = 0 in FpM„¿/Fp+rMn¡K. If
[{x}] = 0 in H"[FpM/Fp+rM] then x £ d(FpM) modulo Fp+rM.

Let M be a DGMA with generating set G. We call M a filtered DGMA if

M is a filtered DGM such that:

(g) For p > 0 and r > 1, Gn FpM is a generating set for FPM and

G n FPM projects to a generating set for FpM/Fp+rM.

(h) If a £ FpM, b £ F"M and (a, b, 0 E S^ then p(a, b, 0 £ F'+W.

Theorem 6.2. Let M be a filtered DGM. Then S zs a« exact couple of

abelian groups.

2 H[FP+1M]---> Y,H[FpM]
P>-1 *v

ZH[FPM/Fp+1M]
p>0

Let {Er)r>x be the spectral sequence determined by S.

(a) For XEI„ define Zr~p = {x £ FpMjd(x) E Fp+rMn+xJ and
Br-P m {d,y) E F»Mn)\Y E Fp-r+xM„_x¿) + Fp+XM„¿ n Zp^p. Then

£p.n-p = zp-"-p/Bp'"-p. Furthermore, if x £ Z^"~' with {x) = 0 z« Ep-"-p

then x E d(Fp~r+xM) modulo FP+1M.
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(b) Ifx E Zp* then dr{x) = (d(x)) in Ep+r-*. Furthermore, if (x) E Ep*

is in Image dr then there is y E Zp~r'* with x = d(y) modulo FP+XM.

(c) Ew is the associated graded R-module of H[M] with respect to the

filtration

F"H[M] = lmage(H[F"M]-+H[M]).

(d) If M is a filtered DGM A then:
(i) {Er)r>x is a spectral sequence of R-algebras.

(ii) Forp > Oandr > 1, {{x)\x E G n Zp*) spans Ep* over R.

(iii) Ifx,yEGç\Zr and (x,y, £) G SM then (x) • (y) = {p(x,y, £)} in

Er

Proof. Recall that Er = Zr/Br where Zr =9~'(Image /r_1) and Br =

/(Kernel ir~x). (See [13, Chapter XI, §5].) By Definition 6.1(d) and [9,

Theorem 1.10.2] we have the following long exact sequence.

• • • ^H"[Fp+xM/Fp+rM] ^>H"[FpM/Fp+rM]

UHn[FpM/Fp+xM] ^ •••.

Define an isomorphism T: Ep* -> Zp-*/Bp-* by T(x) = [y) if j'[{y)] = x.

This proves (a) and the remainder of the proof follows from Definition 6.1 by

standard arguments.

The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for © * can now be defined from

a filtered DGM exactly as the Serre spectral sequence is defined for singular

cohomology.

Theorem 6.3. Let F ->' E S B be a Serre fibration of finite CW complexes.

Assume that B is connected and that ttx(B) acts trivially on H^(F). Define

Fne<&*(E; R) = lmagc[e<$>*(E,p-x(B("-x)); R)^>e<$>*(E; R)].

Then ß©*(£; R) is a filtered DGM which defines the Atiyah-Hirzebruch

spectral sequence [2, Part III, §7]:

Esy = HS{B; %'(F; /?))=> ©î+'(£; R).

Proof. We show that

H[Fnm*(E;R)]s= <$>*(E,p-x(B("-x));R)

and

H[Fke%*(E; R)/Fk+re$*(E; R)] s <&*(p-x(Bik+r)),p-x(Bik}); R).

These isomorphisms imply that ß© *(E; R)isa filtered DGM. It determines

the spectral sequence of the exact couple which defines the Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequence [2]. Let dim B = N and use iterated mapping

cylinders to insure that
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* = D{E/p-l(B(N))) C • • • C D(E/p-\B(k)))

(*) C D(E/p-\B(k-»)) c • • • C D(E/p-1(B(0)))

= DE CD(E + ).

Hence F"(?©*(£; R) s G^*(E/p-\B("-xy); R) and H[FnG%*(E; R)]

as © *(E,p-l(B(n~l)); R) as asserted above. For N > k + r > k > 0 we see

from (*) that

H[FkG<3b*(E; R)/Fk+rG<&*(E; R)]

^H[G^^{D{E/p-\B(k)));R)/G%A[D{E/p-x(B(k*r)));R)\

= <&t(D{E/p-\Bw)),D(E/p-\B«+r)));R)

= ©*(p-'(5(*+')),p-,(5(*)); R).

Consider the generalized Adams spectral sequence [2, Part III, §15] which

converges to ©*(F)£. Forp a prime, we also consider the classical modp

Adams spectral sequence which converges to © *(F) modulo all a-torsion for

a prime, q =£ p. We consolidate our notation by denoting the preceding

quotient by © *(F)K^\ Thus the classical modp Adams spectral sequence

becomes the "case" E = K(Zp) of the generalized Adams spectral sequence.

The cochains of §5 are not suitable for defining this spectral sequence. We

replace thern by cochains which depend on a fixed Adams resolution Y0.

These cochains are a filtered DGMA if YQ realizes a differential algebra C

and Y0 A lo realizes C ® C. These hypotheses can be met in the following

two cases. The first case is E = K(Zp), p is prime and C_is the cobar

construction. The second case is © = ©/r, F = * and Yp = Ep as in [2, p.

319]. The product on this C is the shuffle product, which is associative. This

spectral sequence converges to (ir^f.

Theorem 6.4. Let E be a ring spectrum, and let F be a finite CW complex.

Consider the Adams spectral sequence of algebras:

(*) E2 = Ext£>(£)(F«(F), F,(M©)) => © *(F)E.

There are two cases:

(1) (*) may be the classical Adams spectral sequence [1] with E = K(Zp) and

p prime. In this case we define R = Z.

(2) (*) may be the generalized Adams spectral sequence if E, F satisfy the

hypotheses of [2, Part III, Theorem 15.1].

In this case we assume that R = w0(F) is a subring of the rational numbers

whence © *(F)E = © *(F; R). In both cases let YQ be an Adams resolution of

A/© A -OF which realizes a differential algebra C such that Y0 A Y0 realizes

C ® C. Then there is a filtered absolute DGMA ß©|(F; R) which defines the

spectral sequence (*). Furthermore, there is a map of DGMAs a: C©£(F;

R)-> C© *(F; R) such that a, is an isomorphism.
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Proof. We are given the following Adams resolution:

(**) M% ADF^±Y0DYXD--- DYp+xD ....

The filtered spectrum Y0 is defined by applying the mapping telescope

construction to a suitable sequence of fibrations. i, r is the canonical

inclusion, retraction, respectively. We always use (**) evaluated on a sub-

space U of R°°, and our constructions are performed only on that part of (**)

which lies in the stable range. Define ß©£(7s R) exactly as ß© *(DF+; R)

in Definition 4.2 except that all pairs

(9)1,9(911)),   o(9H, 9(9H)),   9o(91t, 9(9H))

are used as the generating set. 9H is a manifold with © X DF+-structure,

and 9(911): D*-*Y0(U) such that r ° 9(911) - 9(9IL). Let a:ß^^F;
R) -» ß© *(F; R) be the map of DGMs induced by sending (911, 9(9H)) to

911. Clearly a, is an isomorphism. ß©£(F; R) is filtered by letting

(911, 9(911)) G Fpe<&¿(F; R) if 9(9L)(Z)*) c Yp(U). Standard transver-
sality arguments show that

HH[F'e<8>ê(F;R)]m«H(Yp)fR
and

H„[F~e®ê(F;R)/F'+<e®ê(F;R)] * Ttn(Yp, Yp+q) ®R.

The above isomorphisms are induced by sending a cycle (911, 9(911 )) to

(-1)'9(911) °<p. Hence ß©£(F; R) is a filtered DGM, except that

np*L0Fpe%£(F; R) may be nonzero. ß©|(.F; R) defines the spectral

sequence of an exact couple which is isomorphic to the one that defines the

Adams spectral sequence (*). In this spectral sequence Ex = C with product

px. By our hypotheses on C and Y0 we can realize px by a map p: Y0/\ Y0 ->

Y0 such that p(Yp A Yq) C Yp+q and rp(i A t) = (A/w) A (DA). Thus u, =
ju, where

(p p+i
U r,Ar,-(,U Yt/\Yp.t+x
/=0 /-O

The product on ß©|(7"; R) is defined exactly as the product on ß© *(F; R)

in Theorem 5.3(c). This definition is based upon (91T, 9(911')) •

(9i", 9(911 ")) = (91L' x 911", u(9(9H') A 9(91L"))) if V'LV". A
straightforward verification shows that this product meets all of our require-

ments.

Observe that ß©ji is natural with respect to triples (/, Dfif) where (/, Df)

is a morphism in Sp and/: Y¿-+ Y¿' such that f(Yp) c Yp for^ > 0 and

r°/ottt 1 AT)/.

(Yp> Yp+i)-
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7. Matric Massey products. We define matric Massey products on © *(F)

and derive several of their basic properties. We consider the case R = Z first.

The case of arbitrary R is considered at the end of this section. Our definition

generalizes J. G Alexander's triple products [3], and we will show in Theorem

7.3 that it corresponds to G. J. Porter's higher products [17] under the

Thom-Pontrjagin isomorphism. Cobordism matric Massey products can be

defined in the four contexts corresponding to [14, §1, (3), (4), (5), (6)].

However, all of our applications are to © *(F) so we keep our notation simple

by only discussing this one important case.

In this section F will be a finite CW complex. We assume that we are given

Spanier-Whitehead duals ((F+, * ), D,F, «,) in §v for 1 < t < n and

morphisms (A, Dslk) in §sp+lp such that Dstk: DSF A DtF^ Ds+tF and

A,/+UA » (1 A A,„A) = A+,,UA ° (DStA A 1).

For example, if F = * thenp = 0, D,F = S° and DSJb = 1 will do.

The theory of this section and §8 also applies to the situation D,F = DF

A • • • A -DF (/ times) and DslA = 1. In this case Definition 7.2 defines

matric Toda products which by Theorem 7.3 correspond to Porter's higher

Toda products under the Thom-Pontrjagin isomorphism. These Toda

products satisfy all the theorems of §§7 and 8.

The following lemma gives conditions under which the union of manifolds

with © X DF-structure is a manifold with © X .DF-structure. This lemma

allows us to do the pasting required to define Massey products. Note the case

Ex = • • • = E, = 0 below, where only (a), (b), (d) are applicable. This

special case is especially useful.

Lemma 7.1. For 1 < i < t, let M," be a manifold with © X DF-structure

and k-dimensional domain % in V. For 1 < i < /, let E"~x be a submanifold

ofaM¡ with © X DF-structure. Assume all of the following conditions.

(a) ßD, u ■ • • U 6D, = ^ « a domain.

(b) Let 2 < r < t, 1 < k < r and 1 </,<•••< ir < /. Then M,f

(1 • ' • PI M¡ is an (n — r + l)-dimensional submanifold of M¡t, and E¡t

n • • • PI E¡ is an (n — r)-dimensional submanifold of E¡.

(c) For 1 < r < t and 1 < z, < • • • < ir < t,

d(Eiin--- nEir) = [ IJ F,.)nF,.rv n^.
Vye{l.z}-{/./,}    /

(d) For 1 < r < t and 1 < z, < • • • < ir < /,

9(A/,,n • • • n A/J = ( U MA n Mlt n • • • n A/4
,\./e{l,...,/}-{/„...,*,}    /

ut^rv nEir].
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(e) For 1 < /,/ < t, E¡ n Ai} = E¡ n Ej.
Then Mx U • • • U A7„ 3 (A7, u • • • U A/,) = Ex U • • • U E, is a manifold
with © X DF-structure and domain ^D, 8^D, respectively.

Proof. This lemma is proved by induction on r. The case / = 2 is easy.

Assume that t > 3 and that the lemma is true for t — 1. Define M[ = M¡,

E! = E¡ for 1 < i < t - 2, A7/_, = A7,_, u M, and £,'_, = £,_, U £,.
Straightforward computations verify (a) and (e) for M{, . . . , M[_x,

E{,..., E't_x. The induction hypothesis thus implies the inductive step.

We now define cobordism Massey products. We let x denote T,+de8JCx.

Definition 7.2. Let (Wx,..., W„) be a multipliable system of matrices

with entries in ©*(/") [14,1.1] such that Wx is a row matrix and Wn is a

column matrix. The matric Massey product (Wx,..., W„} is defined if there

are matrices AtJ (0 < i <j < n, (i,j) ¥= (0, «)) such that:

(a) For 1 < i < n, the entries of A,_Xi are disjoint closed manifolds with

© X 7),F-structure and domain 3^D, in V¡. [A¡_Xi] = W¡ and

Vx±--- ±V„.
(b) For 1 < j — i, the entries of Ay are disjoint manifolds with © X

T^fF-structure and domain 9>,v = %+l X • • • X 6Ùj_x Xd% in Vi+X

+ • • • + Vj.

(c) For 0 < / < h < k <j < n^AiMAhj n A¡JcAkJ = A¡j,AhykAkJ.

Hence by Lemma 7.1, ÁtJ — UJ,Z}+\A¡ítAtJ is a matrix of closed manifolds

with © X Dy-.T'-structure for 0 < i <j < n.

(d) For/ - i > 2, t)A,j = iv.
{A¡j} is called a defining system for (Wx,..., Wn). (Wx,..., W„} consists

of all [Â0n] for all defining systems {A¡j). The terms "strictly defined",

"indeterminacy" and "defined with zero indeterminacy" are defined as usual

[14].
Assume that we are given a defining system {A¡f) for (Wx,..., W„). We

can isotop the entries of the A¡j to construct a new defining system {A¡j) for

any domains öD,', ..., ^ of the appropriate dimensions which satisfy

Definition 7.2(a). Clearly [Ä0n] = [Ä'0n]. Thus there is no loss of generality in

restricting our attention to convenient domains, as we do in the proofs of

Theorems 7.3 and 7.5.

We show next that our Massey products coincide with G. J. Porter's

associative higher products [17, §2] under the Thom-Pontrjagin isomorphism

9. Both points of view are useful. Ours is convenient when working with

spectral sequences, while Porter's point of view is useful when defining

systems have to be moved around or changed by a cobordism. (See Theorem

7.5.) In the case where the matrices are not all 1 X 1 matrices, Porter assumes

that Af© has an abelian sum. This condition is never met by the examples of

interest here. Hence in the proof of Theorem 7.3 we define a variation of
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Porter's construction which places no additional conditions on A/©. This

construction reduces to that of [17] in the case of 1 X 1 matrices.

Theorem 7.3. Let ( Wx,. .., WN) be a multipliable system of matrices with

entries in © *(F). Let </$(Wx),..., ^(WN)) denote Porter's associative

higher Massey product. Then (Wx, .. ., WN) is defined if and only if

<f$(Wx),..., 9(WN)) is defined. If both are defined then

9<JVX, ...,WN) = (ß(Wx),..., <$(WN)).

Proof. Let Wk he an mk X nk matrix where mx = nN = 1. Write Vk = Re'k

+ Rek + V'k. Let If denote the /th subinterval of the regular partition of /

into q subintervals. Define

where the cube I(Vk) is defined from a fixed orthonormal basis of V'k.

Represent ^(Wk) by a mk X nk matrix of maps (£*(/,/)) where

&(/,/): (Iu(Vk), dIu(Vk))->(M%(Uk(i,j))Ar>xF, * ).

Observe that UM(i,J) = Up(i, rp) + ■ ■ ■ + Uk(rk_x,rk) + ■ • • +

Uq(rq-i,j) is independent of rx, ...,rq_x and Upl(i, h) + Utq(h,j) =

Up,q(ifJ)- Choose unit vectors ßx, . . . , ßN-x in R°° such that

Vx'l • • • J. FjvlR/J, J. • • • -LRat-,. Define

IPAU) =   UIr„rpJVp+x)X  •  •  •   X Ir^(Vq)

Xl(Rßp+x + --- +Rßq_x)x{(0,...,0)}

where the union is taken over all sequences (rp,..., rq) with rp = i and

rq =/. Let UdI0N(l, 1) consist of all points in oI0N(l, 1) which have some

/3-coordinate one. Define (f$(Wx), .. ., ^(W^,)) to consist of all homotopy

classes which have a representative

r- (9V(1, 1), UdI0,N(l l)H(A/©(i/0j„(l, 1)) f\DNF, *)

such that:

(i) Away from the basepoint, P2 ° <p is smooth and transverse regular to the

zero section in Af ©(U0N(l, 1)).

(ii) There are maps

%,q(iJ): (/,,,(/,/), 3/M(/,/)) -+ (A/©{UM(/,/)), * )

with q^^+i = ¡ip for 1 < p < N. Furthermore, cp restricted to

^o.i('-o.'-i) X • • ' X Ip-i,p(rp-»rp) x IM{UJ)

Xlq,a+l(rq> rq + l) X  '      '   X In-\,NVN-1> rN)

equals £i X • • • X ̂ ,_, X <ppq X £q+x X • • • X £N followed by A/co A 7>A.
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(iii) %,q(i,f) restricted to Ipl(i, h) X Il¡q(h,j) equals cppl(i, h) X <plq(h, q)

followed by Afeo A 7)A.

Assume that we are given such a defining system for

0(WX),..., 9(WNy>. Consider the domains D¡ = Í(V¡) X [0, l)ßt in V¡,

1 < i < N. If (i,j) =£■ (0, N), <p¡j defines a matrix A(J of manifolds with

© X 7),F-structure and domain %j. <p¡j\dl¡j defined AtJ, and <p defines Ä0N.

Thus < Wx,..., Wjf) is defined, and

<$(WX,...,WN)?{®(WX),...,<$(WN)).

Conversely, given a defining system for Wx,..., WN with the above

domains, we obtain a defining system for <9( W,),..., 9(W/V)> by applying

9'. If 9H has domain D then 9'(91L) is the Pontrjagin-Thom construction

with   domain   ß/R»7).   Thus,   <9(W,), . . . , 9(WN)>   is   defined   and

9<^„ ...,wn}e <9(^,). • • •, nwNy>.
Most of the properties of algebraic matric Massey products [14,§§1, 2, 3]

are also valid for cobordism Massey products. The following three theorems

illustrate this point.

Theorem 7.4. (Wx,..., Wn} is strictly defined in © *(F) if and only if each

partial defining system {Apq\q -=- p < k), 1 < k < n — 1, can be completed to

a defining system.

Proof. Let < Wx,..., W„) be strictly defined and let [Apq\q - p < k) be

a partial defining system. For 1 < p < n — k,

[Ap_hp+k]E(Wp,...,Wp+k)={0).

Hence Äp_x p+k is a boundary and Ap_x p+k can be chosen. Thus the

nontrivial half of this theorem follows by induction on « — k.

Theorem 7.5. Let < Wx,..., W„} be defined in © *(F). For 1 < i < n let

W¡ = [i4/_ití] as in Definition 7.2(a). Then every element of (Wx,..., W„) can

be obtained from defining systems [A¡j) which begin with these specific A¡_x¡.

Proof. The analogue of this theorem is easily verified for Porter's higher

products. Hence this theorem follows from Theorem 7.3 and the discussion

following Definition 7.2.

Theorem 7.6. lndet(Wx, W2, W3/= {UXW3 + WXU3\UX, U3 is a row,

column matrix, respectively, with entries in © *(F)).

Proof. This theorem is a translation of the corresponding fact from [3, p.

201] since our triple products coincide with those of J. C. Alexander.

We now consider matric Massey products in © *(F; R).

Definition 7.7. Let (Wx,..., Wn) be a multipliable system of matrices

with entries in © *(F; R). [A//, fi.Çn) is called a defining system for
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(Wx,..., W„} if £,,..., £„ are positive integers which are invertible in R

such that all the conditions of Definition 7.2 are satisfied except that

[4--i,i] = SiW, for 1 < i < n. {Wx,..., W„) is defined as the set of all

ff ' • • * $n\Á~o,n]for all sucn defining systems {A¡y, £„ ..., £,}.

Observe that <WX, ..., W„) = $x~x ■ ■ • £-x«xWx,..., $nWn) where

<£i W"i, • • •, £„ *0 is defined in © *(F) by Definition 7.2.

Theorem 7.8. Theorems 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 remain valid when © * is

replaced by %*(;R).

Proof. The proofs of these theorems for © * when interpreted according to

Definition 7.7 become proofs for © *( ; 7\).

8. Matric Massey products and the Adams spectral sequence. There are three

basic theorems of J. P. May [14] which relate algebraic Massey products and

spectral sequences defined by filtered differential graded algebras. We prove

these theorems for the cobordism Massey products of §7 and the Adams

spectral sequences of Theorem 6.4. Some of these theorems for triple products

were proved in [3] and were known independently to D. S. Kahn

[unpublished].

In this section F will be a finite CW complex with Spanier-Whitehead duals

D,F as in §7. We work with a fixed Adams spectral sequence as in Theorem

6.4:

(A) E2 = ExtEjiE)(E.(F), £,(A7©)) => © *(F)E.

Thus (A) is induced by the filtered DGMA ß©j*(7s R) which is defined by

an Adams resolution Y0. The products on Y0 and Q%E(F; R) are only

homotopy associative. In the appendix we show how Stasheff's theory of

^„-structures can be used to generalize the definition of matric Massey

products of §7 from ß© *(F; R) to ß©|(7s R). We let tt: Zpq -+ Ep", r >

1, be the canonical map. Recall from Theorem 6.2 that the Adams spectral

sequence is bigraded so that dr has bidegree (r, r — 1). Our proofs refer only

to the case R = Z. It is straightforward to generalize them to the case of

arbitrary R.

Theorem 8.1. Let [A¡j) be a defining system for (Vx,..., Vn/ in Er+X =

77 (£,., dr), r > 1. For 1 < i < n, let V¡ be an infinite cycle which converges to

W¡. Assume that < Wx,..., W„} is strictly defined in © *(7^ and that condition

(*) holds.

, v        Let u > 0, I <j — i < n and let (p,q) be the degree of an

entry of A¡j. Then Ep+"fx+u consists entirely of infinite cycles.

Then A0n is an infinite cycle which converges to an element of(JVx,..., W„>.
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Proof. The proof of [14, Theorem 4.1] applies with only minor modi-

fications once we define a defining system {B¡j) for (Wx,..., W„) in

G%e(F). Most of the definition follows from the requirement that {a(B,ff}

be a defining system for (Wx,..., W„) in 6©*(F). The only remaining

problem is how to define the cycles B¡j, since the standard method requires

an associative product. Theorem 8A.3 of the appendix deals with this prob-

lem.

Observe that condition (*) of Theorem 8.1 above is vacuous if Er+X = Ex,

while condition (**) of Theorem 8.2 below is vacuous ifs = r + 1.

Theorem 8.2. Let (Vx,..., V„) be defined in Er+X = H(Er, dr), r > 1.

Assume that condition (**) holds and that dt(V¡) = Ofor r < t < s, 1 < i < n.

Let 1 < / — i < n, r < t < s and let (p, q) be the degree of

(**)      an entry in an element of a defining system of <K,.Vn).

Then Ep+,-"-'+l = 0 and EP^'_qr'+x = 0.

If a E (Vx,..., Vn) then d,(a) = 0 for r < t < s. Furthermore, there are

matrices Yk in Er+X which survive to ds(Vk), 1 < k < n, such that if

X1 = {YX,VX),      A-, = P     V\forl<i<n,     *>(£)

then (A-,,..., X„) is defined in Er+X = H(Ein dr) and contains an element y

which survives to —ds(a).

Proof. We put this theorem into a context where the proof of [14, Theorem

4.3] applies with minor modifications. Let {A¡j) be a defining system for

(/Vx, . . . , V„) with [A0n] = a. {©,v} is a defining system modulo

F*+,e©^(F) for <K„ ...', V„) in 6©|(F) if the following conditions hold.

(i) tt(%j) = AtJ and ©,., = (/?,.,,#(/?,.,)).

(ii) The entries of B¡_u are disjoint manifolds with © X I>,F-structure

and domain <>U¡+ in V¡ such that Vx± ... ±V„.

(iii) For n > j — 1 > 1, there are domains %, as in Definition 7.2(b) such

that

7-2

%+ = (%+x+ X %+xJ u   U   (% X %J U (<$„•_, X %+)
Z-/+2

and

%j. = (<$,._,_ x öD,.+u) u (%j.x X %_).

(iv) For n > j - 1 > 1, the BtJ have disjoint entries with domain 3)w.

(v) For ft >j - i > 1,8 %j = ©,. j u 30©,,,.

(vi) For n > j - i > 1, 9 é,j = Td(d0%¡j) and
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7-'

*(3®v)=   2   t(3o®w • %) - <%, *o%)-
t = i+l

(viä For n >j - i > 1, ©,., - (iv 9(77,.,.)) where 7Î,., = Ut/+IJ^
and 9(Ü,V) is defined in Theorem 8A.4 of the appendix. By Theorem 8A.4,

Tt(%) = i,-,.

(viii) The entries of 9 ©,-,,-+1, 3o©,,/ (j > ii + 1) have filtration degree s

larger than the corresponding entries of ©,■,,•+1, ©,•_,-, respectively.

We must show that 9,v+, 9,v_ and 9,v+ n 9>,v_ are domains. Dfj_ and

37),* _ are simply connected manifolds and 7),*,_ has zero reduced homology.

By Smale's characterization of high dimensional smooth discs [16] we see that

%j-, 39j,v_ = %J+ n %j- and hence 9,v+ are domains. Let 9v,v =

(Djj, tp, U). By [16, Theorem 9.7] we can give DtJ a second structure of a

domain (D¡d, tp', U) which induces 6¡)¡J+ and 9,y_. Moreover <p_1 ° <r/ is a

diffeomorphism of the disc. A straightforward computation verifies the

hypotheses of Lemma 7.1 for U{Z}+ \ByBt,. Hence B¡j is a manifold which

satisfies (vi) and (vii).

The proof of [14, Theorem 4.3] can now be applied with Gy = Tr(d0%¡j).

To construct ©,v as in [14] we choose c with 3(c) =/+ h — od(f), h E

Fp+,e%¿(F), r < t < sandt maximal.

Corollary 8.3. Assume in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 8.2 that

there is only one way to choose Yx,. .. ,Y„. Write Y¡ = ds(V¡), 1 < i < n.

Suppose that all the Massey products have zero indeterminacy and that

<VX,..., Vk_x, ds(Vk), Vk+X,..., Vn/ is strictly defined in Er+X = 77(£„ dr)

for I < k < n. Then

ds{vx,..., vn) = - 2 in..., vk_x,ds(vk), vk+x,..., v„y.
k = l

Proof. This corollary is a consequence of Theorem 8.2 and [14,

Proposition 2.10] applied to the algebraic Massey product (Xx,..., Xn/.

Theorem 8.4. Let <K„ ..., F„> be defined in Er+X = H(Er, dr), r> I. For

1 < / < n, assume that V¡ is a matrix of infinite cycles which converges to Wr

Let 1 < q < n — 2 be given such that (Wk,..., Wk+q/ is strictly defined in

© *(F) for 1 < k < « — a. Let s > r be given such that condition (*) of

Theorem 8.1 holds for 1 </ — i < q, the first conclusion of condition (**) of

Theorem 8.2. holds for q <j — i, and the second conclusion of condition (**)

holds for q + 1 </ - /.  7/ a G <F., V„} then d,(a) = 0 for t < s.

Furthermore, for 1 < k < n — q there are matrices Yk with entries in Er+,

which survive to an element of\Wk,..., Wk+q} such that if

XX«(YX,VX),      *,=    Vi^q     °_forl<k<n-q,    Ï,.,-L"
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then <A",,..., X„_q) is defined in Er+X = H(Er, dr) and contains an element y

which survives to ds(a).

Proof. This theorem is proved by combining the proofs of Theorems 8.1

and 8.2 exactly as in the proof of this theorem for algebraic Massey products

in [14, Theorem 4.5].

Corollary 8.5. Assume in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 8.4 that

there is only one way to choose Yx,..., Yn_q. Suppose that all the algebraic

M_assey _products have zero indeterminacy and that

<V\, •-, Vk_x, Yk, Vk+q+x, ...,V„) is strictly defined in Er+X = H(E„ dr)

for 1 < k < n — q. Then

ds(Vx, ...,V„)= "¿V„ ■ • •, Vk-x> Yk, Vk+q+x,..., V„).
k = \

Proof. This corollary is a consequence of Theorem 8.4 and [14,

Proposition 2.10] applied to the algebraic Massey product <Ar,,..., Xn_q).

Appendix to §8. To complete the proofs of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 we need

to define the construction ©,v in 6©|(F) in the cases when all the dBii+x =

0 and in the case when all the 35,,+, ^ 0. We do this in Theorems 8A.3 and

8A.4, respectively, by using ̂ „-structures for the product p: YQ/\ Y0^> Y0.

Lemma 8A.1 (D. S. Kahn [unpublished]). Let X0 d • • • d Xr D • • • be

spectra with i:'Fr-*Xr+t the fibre of Ar+,c->Xr. Assume that i*: E*(Xr)^>

E*(Fr) is one-to-one for r > 0. Let Y0 be an Adams resolution and let /■:

A-0^ Y0 for i = 0,1 such that f(Xr) C Yr for r > 0. If f0 « /, and fi = ff.
E*(Yr, Yr+X) -> E*(Xr, Xr+X) for r>0 then there is a homotopy H: /„ «/,

such that H (I X Xr) c YJor r > 0.

Proof. We use the methods of [1, §3]. Assume that we have compressed a

homotopy H: f0 = /, so that H (I X Xr) c Yr for r < t. Then we can deform

H\I X A^rel / X Xt+X through Y, into Yl+X if the map

X:E*(Y„ Yt+X)^E*{I X Xt+X, / XXl+l)

induced by H is zero. Write X, « SA, Xt+X * SB and F, = A u CB.

In Figure 2,/= (f0,fx), v collapses / X F, to a point and H is a null-

homotopy of H ° (1 X t) induced by a null-homotopy of Fr ->' Xl+X -+ Xt.

The diagram of Figure 2 commutes and X = (H u Cf)*.

É*(Í X (X, u CA*/+,)) = Ê*(X, u CXl+l) 0 É*(X, u CXI+X),

and under this isomorphism ir*(a, b) = S (a) - S(b). Thus

(1 X t)*X(x) = v*r(x) = «*(fS(x),ft (X)) = o

since Jo = f\*. Hence X = 0.
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E*(Yt U CYt+1) -   ^HUCf)* ) /?*((/k Xt+1) U C(/ ix Xt+i))

1-1   I (1 K 0*

7?*((7 ix F,) U C(î * Ff))«—
^

E*(ïx(XtVCXt+l))

II
E *(î k (SA U CSB))

E*(C(I K Ft) U 0(7 K F,))

E*(S(I fc F,))-

71*

Figure 2

Theorem 8A.2. Let Y0 be an Adams resolution, and let p: Y0A ^o ""* Yq

such that ( Y0, p) realizes an associative differential algebra C and p is homotopy

associative. Then p admits an A„-structure. That is, in the notation o/[18], there

are maps

Mn:KnX Y0/\--- AY0-*Y0

such that M„(K„ X Yr¡ A • • • A Yr) c r,1+ ... +r„_n+3 for n > 3, A72 = p

andMn\oKn X Y0 A • • • A ^o is g'ven ty H8- Theorem 5(2)].

Proof. M2 = p and Af3: p(p A 1) — «0 A v) is given by Lemma 8A.1.

Inductively if the A7„ 2 < i < «, have been defined then A/n+jST^+j X Y0

A • " * A Y0 is defined which extends to define Mn+X by the argument of [1,

Lemma 3.5].

We used Lemma 8A.1 to show that M„(K„ K Yr A ••• A Yr) is con-

tained in y. +r,-n+3 instead of Yr¡. +r.-n+2' This slight improvement

makes the theorems of this section apply to Massey products defined in

E2 = H(EX, dx) as well as Er+X = H(Er, dr), r > 2.

Theorem 8A.3. Make all the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 except that

(Wx,..., Wn/ may not be defined. Let{(BiJ,^(BiJ))\j - i < q) be given for

some q > 1 such that:

(a)TT(BiJA(BiJ)) = AJJ._

(b) dBjj = By, and 9(5,v) is defined as in the proof of this theorem.

Then for j - / = qwe can define 9(Besuch that tt(B¡j, 9(5,v)) = Ä,r

Proof. We replace the partial defining system {9(7^)1/ - i < q) for the

associative higher product <9(W,),..., 9(IPn)> by a partial defining

system {G¡j\j — i < q) for a nonassociative higher product. The .¿„-structure
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of Theorem 8A.2 can be used to lift the Gid to the Adams resolution Y0. The

liftings G¡j induce the #(5,v).

We begin by defining the domains  Tu, ftJ of the maps GtJ, G¡j._ We also

construct maps R¡/. T¡j^>D?j and homotopy equivalences RtJ: f,j-+dD$.

Let Tu+X = D*i+X and /?,,+, = 1. For/ > i + 1,

/-'

% = U U Km x T¡tS¡ A • • • A TSm_J~
m-2 i"<i,< ■ ■ • <sm-\<J

and

/-'

fy-U U •K^1A---A^.h,
m-2 i<i,< • • • <jm_,<y

where

(9A(zz,ü)(a, 6), /„..., O

~ (a, tx,..., tk_x, (b, tk,..., tk+0_x), tk+v,... ,tm)

for u + v = k + 1, a E /Ç,, b E Kv and (r„ ...,/Je Tltli A • • • A T ■
R;j is a homotopy equivalence by Whitehead's Theorem since Km as Im~*.

For / > z + 1 let TQ be (/ X f¡j) U C(T,j) with the base of the cone
identified with the base of the cylinder. f¡j is contained in T¡, as the top of

the cylinder. R¡j is the composite map

c(*">)

T»Zc(Ty)   ->  C9A*-A*

where m collapses the cylinder to its base.

For 1 < / - j < q we define $(B¡j) and a map

<V (T¡j, Fy)-^(y»-rC/-'-l)' Y*-rU-i-2))-

We use induction on / — i beginning with Gu+X = 9>(5W+,) ° /?,_,+,. For

/-/>1,GW-Gjfyisgivenby

G,j(k, /„..., tm) = Mm o (l x G,,, A • • • A GSmiJ)(k, tx,..., tm)

where A: £ Km and (/„ ..., tm) S T„t A • • • A rw. Let ß,v be a

homotopy inverse^ to /?,_,.. Find #(5,v) « Gw o ¡¿L in y#_r0_,_2) such that

r « #(¿v) = ^(¿y) since r is a fibration. Then

^v^(4))=[^]°[ô,v] = 4--
The last equality follows from the observations that for m > 3, r > 1 :

OÍA** * Ti4t a • • • a rw) c yt_r(y_,_m)_m+3

=   '*-rO-Z-2) + (r-l)/n+3-2r
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and (r - l)m + 3 - 2r > 1. 9(77,v) ° 5„ is a null-homotopy of 9(5,.,.) <> 5,,
in Y^_r(J_¡_Xy Let G,j be this null-homotopy followed by a homotopy from

9(5,,) o p.. to GtJ in y,_f(,_,_2). Then G,v - 9(77,,) - RtJ in
(Yit_rlJ_L_X), y,_,0_,_2)). If/ - i = q then the preceding constructions of

(J,., and 9(5,.,) apply.

Theorem 8A.4. Make all the assumptions of Theorem 8.2. Let

{©,-,,©,-,, 30©,v|7 - i < q) be given for q > 1 such that:

(a) (i)-(viii) as listed in the proof of Theorem 8.2 are valid.

(b) 9(5,,) is defined as in the proof of this theorem.

Then for j - i = a we can define ^(By) such that t(©,,) = Ä,, and

»(3*«)-   2   *(3rA, • %) - <%, -9Q%j).
i-i+i

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 8A.3.

We sketch the details. Let T,J+l = (Dii+X+)* and let Ty = Ty if/ > / + 1.
For y > i + 1 define 7),, 5,., as in 8A.3 but with the Tpq replaced by Tpq.

Define tfy - R\j\dD?j+). Then 5,,: (7;,, 97:,)-> (b*+, 97)*+) is'a
homotopy equivalence. Let 307), = £>,*,_ U (7 X 97),*,_) where 97)£_ is iden-

tified with the base of the cylinder. 305(v,: 907Vr-» D*¡_ is given by 1 u P2.

Let TtJ = C(7;., u 30T,V) u [7 X (ftJ u 90T,V)] where dftJ is identified by 5,.,
with ( 1} X 3Av+ in 3oT,v. and the base of the cone is identified with the base

of the cylinder. 5,,: Ty-*Dy is defined as in 8A.3. As in 8A.3_, (7,,:

7},-» y,_r(¿_,_2) is defined by the /^-structures on Y0. G,, defines ^(By)

so that Gy « ^(Éy) » RtJ from (f,,, 3F,,) to jy,_f(,_,_2),

y,_r(,_,_1)+i).30G,.,: 307},->y,_rO._,._11+iis given by 9(3o5,,) ° 305,.,

union a homotopy from 9(305,,) » i?,.,^., to ÖJBfy. Define (?,,: 7),->

y^^-^DasinSA^.

9. Brown-Peterson homology. Let Z{/;) denote the integers localized at p.

Recall that the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP is a direct summand of MU,p)

for a fixed prime p. (See [2].) We use this fact to construct sub DGMs GBP^

of ß5£/,( ; Ztp)) whose homology is 55,. However, QBP^ is not a chain

functor because of the failure of Definition 4.1(2) for CW pairs. Thus there is

no hope of generalizing the results of §6 to BP. The results of §§4, 5, 7 and 8,

however, are also valid for the case © = BP. Note that in §§6 and 8 the case

E = BP was allowed. It is the case © = BP which was not allowed but is the

focal point of our present considerations.

Theorem 9.1. There are two functors, both denoted GBP+, from the

categories of CW complexes, and CW pairs to the category of DGMs indexed

on J. In both cases ß55,(9C) is a sub DGM of ß5C/,(9C; Z{p)), and there are

natural isomorphisms 77„ [ß55,( )] s BP„( ). ß55,(9C) has a generating set G
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defined by X E Gme¡, if kX is in the natural generating set of GBUm(%; Zlp^

for some k E Z+.

Proof. Let % denote a CW complex, or a CW pair, and let tf) E J„. For

m E {n - 1, n) define GBP¡n(%)eí¡ as the submonoid of all representative

cycles in &BUm(%; Z(p^ of BPm(%). For m £ {n - \,n,n + 1} let

GBP^6^)^ denote the submonoid of GBUm(%; Z,^ spanned by

GBP^(%)^ and by all X such that d(X) E GBP^^)^ and X * X' + X

with 9 (A") = 0, X' * 0. Define GBPm(%)^ as the sub DGM of GBUm(%h
spanned by GBP^(%)^¡. The conclusions of the theorem now follow easily.

Example 9.2. Let (X, ,4) be a CW pair with X connected and BPn(X, A) ¥=

0. For öD £ J„ the canonical map

Hn[GBP(X)6¡/GBP(A)e¡] -» MUJ[X,A\ Z(p))

is onto and hence Hn[GBP(X)SB/GBP(A)4^ BP„(X,A). From another

point of view, the following short exact sequence of DGMs does not induce a

long exact sequence in homology.

0-* GBP,(A) -» GBP+(X) -* GBP;(*)/GBP¿A) -»0.

We can now use Spanier-Whitehead duality to construct a functor GBP*( )

from %q to the category of DGMs indexed on J(q) such that H"[GBP*( )] is

naturally isomorphic to BP"( ). We can also use the statement and proof of

Theorem 5.3 in the case © = BU, R = Z,p) to realize the 5P„ cross-product,

the BP+ smash-product and the BP* cup-product as pairings of DGMs.

The following definition and theorem generalize the results of §§7, 8 to

BP.

Definition 9.3. Let i: BP -» MU(p), p: MUlp) -» BP denote the canonical

inclusion, projection, respectively. Let (Wx,..., Wn) be a multipliable system

of matrices with entries in BP*(F). Then (Wx,... ,Wn) is defined if

<t(H/,),..., i(W„)) is defined in MU*(F; Z(p)). In that case <WX,..., Wn)

= p(i(Wx),...,i(W„)).

Theorem 9.4. (a) Theorems 7.3 and 7.6 remain valid if © * is replaced by

BP*.

(b) All theorems of §8 with R = tt0(E) = Z,p) remain valid if © * is replaced

by BP*.

Proof, (a) Theorems 7.3 and 7.6 for BP* are a consequence of these

theorems for MU*( ; Z,p)) and Definition 9.3.

(b) Observe that the spectral sequence under consideration is a direct

summand of the spectral sequence of Theorem 6.4 for © = BU and the same

E. From this observation, the theorems of §8 for BP* follow from these

theorems for MU*( ; Zlp)).
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